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Abstract
Land administration is a process of recording and disseminating information about the association between
people and land. To administer land matters in Malaysia, the Department of Surveying and Mapping Malaysia
uses eKadaster and Land Office has eTanah which are different in e-Systems. Currently, Malaysia does not have
a standard model for land administration and standardisation is one of the important aspects in a land
administration process. This paper proposed a country profile model using international standards based on Land
Administration Domain Model. This paper also attempted to generate strata object model via Land
Administration Domain Model which would be useful for Malaysia and countries with similar land
administration systems. In this proposed model, spatial data modelling using secondary data from the
aforementioned two land administration units in Malaysia and Unified Modelling Language application were
used to develop the conceptual and the technical models. The developed model was evaluated and verified by the
Department of Surveying and Mapping Malaysia and Land Office. These units agreed and were satisfied because
the model fits their requirements by being more comprehensive as it included three-dimensional lots and
two-dimensional topology. In addition, the proposed model facilitated the management of spatial and non-spatial
objects such as customary areas, reserved lands, lots, strata objects, utilities and the related attributes to be better
managed by the two units. The development of Malaysian Land Administration Domain Model country profile is
unique because it can support a very wide range of spatial units. Furthermore, the model was developed to help
establish a national Spatial Data Infrastructure. To conclude, the developed Malaysian Land Administration
Domain Model is a standardised model that could be used for local and international exchange of information
concerning land administration matters.
Keywords: LADM, country profile, cadastre, registration system, land administration
1. Introduction
According to ISO 19152 (2012), Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) is an important model to create
“standardized information services in an international context, where land administration domain semantics have
to be shared between regions, or countries, in order to enable necessary translations”. There are many different
reasons to adopt International Organization for Standardization (ISO 19152), LADM, such as allows meaningful
exchange of data (within country, Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) setting, but also between countries); covers
complete land administration spectrum: survey, cadastral maps, rights, restrictions, responsibilities, mortgages,
persons (individuals of groups); allows integrated 2D and 3D representation of spatial units. Literature shows
that many countries propose their own profile based on LADM such as Portugal, Korea, Japan, The Netherlands,
Australia/Queensland, Cyprus and others. Malaysia is one of the potential candidates towards LADM-based
country profile. This paper describes the conceptual model of the Land Administration Domain Model (LADM),
in particular the parties, the rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs) and the relationship with spatial data
in Cadastral. This paper aims at presenting the concepts of LADM for the Malaysian LADM country profile to
harmonize 2D and 3D land registration in Malaysia.
2. Objective
The objective of this research is to propose a country profile for 2D and 3D cadastral registration based on
LADM specification for Malaysia.
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3. Land A
Administration
n Domain Moodel (LADM)
3.1 Overviiew of the LAD
DM
The produuct of the LA
ADM is a connceptual modeel. The LADM
M consists off three main packages and
d one
sub-packagge. A group of
o classes, witth a particularr class of cohhesion is calleed a package aand it has its own
namespacee. The maintennance of differrent organizatioons is facilitateed by packagees. The compreehensive mode
el can
be perform
med through a shared set of geo-inform
mation systems at different locations, whhich supports data
maintenannce and providees elements off the model. Thhe model can aalso be perform
med by one orr more mainten
nance
organizatioons, operatingg at local, regiional or nationnal level. Thee maintenance organizationss may be diffe
erent,
with differrent approachees but still can keep the samee standard (ISO
O 19152, 2012).
The overvview of packagges with their classes is illuustrated in Figgure 1. Party P
Package, Admiinistrative Pac
ckage
and Spatial Unit Packkage are the three main ppackages. Meaanwhile, Survveying and R
Representation is a
sub-packagge of the Spattial Unit Packaage. The LAD
DM classes aree prefixed by L
LA (i.e. Land Administratio
on) to
differentiaate them from other
o
classes inn the ISO geoggraphic inform
mation series off standards.

Figure 1. The LADM
M overview pacckages with thheir classes (ISO 19152, 20122)
The beginnning of the devvelopment of LADM was att the FIG Conggress held in W
Washington DC
C in April 200
02. In
Septemberr 2002 at the meeting
m
of the Open GeoSpaatial Consortiuum (OGC) in N
Noordwijk, 1stt version of LA
ADM
was presennted. After thaat, Van Oosteroom and Lemm
men (2003) pressented 2nd verssion of the LA
ADM in a work
kshop
on Cadastrral Data Modeelling at the ITC
C in Enschedee. During Digittal Earth in Brnno, 3rd versionn of the LADM
M was
presented (M.P.J.M. Leemmen & C.H
H.J. Lemmen, 2003) and w
was called the Core Cadastrral Domain Model
M
(CCDM).
Federationn of International Surveyorss (FIG) submittted a proposaal to develop aan Internationaal Standard fo
or the
Land Adm
ministration doomain to the IS
SO/TC211 on Geographic Innformation in 2008 and thee proposal gain
ned a
positive voote from the TC211 memberr countries andd started to worrk on the standdard developm
ment. On November
2012, it waas finally acceepted as an ISO
O standard andd formally publlished by ISO on the 1st Deceember 2012.
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3.2 Packagges of LADM
The main packages of LADM
L
are Partty, Administraative and Spatiial Unit. The ssub-package is the Surveying
g and
Representaation. The basiic class LA_Paarty is the mainn class of the P
Party package. A party can bbe a normal pe
erson,
juridical pperson or a grroup of persoons that can bbe identified iin a transactioon of rights rrelative to a Basic
B
Administraative Unit (BA
AUnit). LA_G
GroupParty is a specializatioon of LA_Parrty. A party m
may participate in a
group of party and a group of party may be a party. Thhere is an opptional associiation class called
c
LA_PartyM
Member betweeen LA_Party aand LA_GrouppParty (Figuree 2).

Figgure 2. Party paackage (ISO 19152, 2012)
The Adminnistrative packkage describes the administraative part of a land administrration system aand consists of two
main classses which are RRR and BAU
Unit (Figure 3). The RRR cllass is an abstrract class of R
Rights, Restric
ctions
and Respoonsibilies (i.e. formal or infformal entitlem
ments). Speciaal restriction of the ownersship right is called
c
LA_Mortggage. This connveys the propperty by a debbtor to a crediitor. The convveyance of a pproperty serve as a
security foor a financial looan, usually thhe property is rrefunded to thee debtor on fulll reimbursemeent of the debt..
The BAUnnit is defined as
a numerous sppatial units, beelonging to a pparty, having tthe same right. The right sha
all be
homogeneeous to the whole
w
BAUnitt. Basically, aall rights, resstrictions and responsibilities come from
m an
administraative source (i.e. LA_AdminisstrativeSourcee). Class LA_RequiredRelatioonshipBAUnit allows for creating
instances oof relationships between BAU
Units. Relationnships can be llegal, temporal, or of a spatiaal nature.

Figure 33. Administratiive package (IS
SO 19152, 20112)
m. The basic class
The Spatiial Unit packaage presents the physical objects of a land administtration system
LA_SpatiaalUnit is the main
m
class of the Spatial U
Unit package. LA_SpatialUnnit is also knoown as LA_Parcel
(Figure 4). The spatial unit
u class correesponds to the boundaries off a single area or volume off land or water. It is
used to support the creation annd managem
ment of the BAUnit andd can be specialized as
a a
LA_LegalSSpaceUtilityNeetwork and LA
A_LegalSpaceB
BuildingUnit. M
Meanwhile, thhe spatial unit ggroup class forrms a
collection of spatial unitts and the LA__Level class reegroups the sppatial unit withh the same toppologic, geometric,
and themaatic coherence.
The reqquired relatiionships aree explicit spatial relaationships bbetween spaatial units (i.e.
LA_RequirredRelationshiipSpatialUnit). Sometimes tthere is a neeed for these exxplicit spatial relationship if
i the
spatial uniits inaccurate enough
e
to givee consistent ressults and applyying geospatiall overlaying teechniques.
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Figure 4. Spatial Uniit package (ISO
O 19152, 20122)
Figure 5). A set
s of
Spatial reppresentation caan be describeed in the Survveying and Reepresentation ssub-package (F
lines whicch represents 2D boundarries of the sspatial units is termed ass LA_BoundarryFaceString. The
LA_BounddaryFace classs is used to show 3D spatiall units. For exaample, to form
m a closed or bbounded volum
me in
height andd depth. The spatial represeentation of thhe spatial unitss could be refferred by usinng LA_Point class.
c
LA_Point class can be used
u
to define LA_BoundaryyFaceString oor LA_BoundarryFace classess. LA_Point allso is
associatedd to LA_SpatiallSource. The cclass LA_SpatiialSource relattes to survey documentation,, which contain
ns all
documentss linked to a suurvey.

Figure 5. Surveyiing and represeentation sub-paackage (ISO 19152, 2012)
Classes of LAD
DM
3.3 Basic C
Basically, there are four basic classes oof the LADM (Figure 6) whiich are;
1. LA_Parrty - Parties aree an instances of this class.
2. LA_RRR
R - Rights, resttrictions and reesponsibilities are an instancces of this LA__RRR subclassees.
3. LA_BAU
Unit - Basic addministrative uunits are instannces of this class.
4. LA_SpaatialUnit - Spattial units are innstances of this class.
LA_
_Party
LA
A_RRR
LA
A_BAUnit

LA_
_SpatialUn
nit

Figure 66. Basic classess of LADM (IS
SO 19152, 20112)
U Based on L
LADM
3.4 2D andd 3D Spatial Unit
The spatiaal units are a flexible conceptt to illustrate thhe geometry oof an objects inn reality, differrent types of sp
patial
units are suupported in LA
ADM (Lemmeen, Van Oosterrom, Eisenhut,, & Uitermark et al., 2010). T
This type of sp
patial
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unit is useed if the repreesentation is alllowed to have incomplete boundaries annd hanging linnes. A collectio
on of
spatial unnits with a theematic, geomeetrical and toppological cohherence is callled a ‘level’. The level ca
an be
organized on the basis of
o the geometriical or topologgical structure of the spatial units, This occcurs when the
e data
collected w
was at differennt times using ddifferent data aacquisition meethods (Figure 7).

Figure 77. Line based sspatial units (IS
SO 19152, 20112)
3.5 Geomeetry and Topollogy Classes
Object classes describingg geometry annd topology aree tp_node, tp_eedge and tp_faace. Geometry in LADM is based
b
on survey points (mostlly after geo-reeferencing, deppending on daata collection m
mode: tape, tootal station, Global
Navigationn Satellite Sysstem (GNSS), etc.) and is aassociated withh the classes ttp_node and tpp_edge to describe
intermediaate shape pointts between noddes, metricallyy based on survvey points.
Basically, lots have a 2D
D or 3D geomeetry. 2D lot geeometry can bee defined by a minimum of 3 horizontal planar
survey poiints. For 3D geometry,
g
voluume is definedd by a minimuum of 4 non-pplanar survey points such as
a the
tetrahedronn which is the simplest 3D vvolume.
The lot corrresponds one--to-one to the ‘tp_face’ in a ttopological strructure. The faace is bounded by its edges in
n 2D.
The edge is related one--to-one to a loot boundary, w
which may contain non-geom
metric attributees. Each edge has
h a
beginning node and ennding node reepresented in ‘tp_nodes’. Furthermore, an edge mayy also have some
intermediaate points. Booth intermediatte points and nodes are asssociated withh survey pointts. The topolo
ogical
primitives tp_nodes, tp__edge and tp_fface have a m
method (operatiion) called ‘crreate view’ whhich can be used to
obtain a fuull metric reprresentation. Fuurthermore, theere are also ‘ccreate view’ m
methods presennted within the area
and volum
me property claasses to returnn the whole annd clear geom
metry respectively gm_surfacce and gm_vollume.
For gm_voolume, this will result in a tettrahedron.
4. The Creeation of Mallaysian Counttry Profile
4.1 Overviiew of Malaysiian Land Admiinistration Sysstem
The Malayysian land adm
ministration syystem is basedd on the Torreens system. Thhe main objecttive of the Torrens
system is to make the register
r
of thee documents oof title as a coonclusive evidence of land oownership. On
nce a
person’s tiitle is registereed in accordannce with the prrescribed registration proceddures, the persoon in whose fa
avour
the dealingg is registered will become tthe indefeasible proprietor oor interest holdder to the excllusion of all otthers.
Under Torrrens system, for
f each parcell of land or lot, there is one document of title, namely R
Register Docu
ument
of Title in Malaysia. Thiis document haas all the essenntial legal infoormation aboutt the title. Thiss original document
is kept in a register mainntained by the relevant land ooffice, and dupplicate is issued to the registeered proprietorrs for
the time bbeing. In Malaaysia, Departm
ment of Surveey and Mappinng (JUPEM) iis responsible for managing
g and
maintaininng the cadastraal system. JUP
PEM deals witth the cadastraal survey to deetermine the ddimension, size
e and
location off the propertiees. JUPEM is aalso responsibble for preparinng Certified Pllan, producingg and managing the
spatial com
mponent includding the surveeying and mappping of the caadastre parcels. The administtrative (legal) data,
is the respponsibility of thhe land officess in State levell. The land offfice deals withh ownership reegistration, i.e. who
owns the R
RRRs. Both orrganizations haave their own information m
management syystems: eTanahh and eKadastter in
land officee and JUPEM respectively
r
(T
Tan & Looi, 20013).
4.1.1 eTannah
Ministry oof Natural Resources
R
and Environmentt (NRE) creaates an integrrated computeerized system, i.e.
Electronic Land Adminiistration Systeem (eTanah) too realize the coomputerizationn of the overalll management and
administraation of land. eTanah is planned to improve the delivvery of land administrationn and management
services inn Peninsular Malaysia
M
using an integrated IICT infrastructture.
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The main objective of eTanah is to develop a complete system in land offices in order to modernize all activities
that are related to land and to realize the implementation of electronic government in the public sector. In
addition, the mission of eTanah is to implement a National Land Administration System via ICT towards
improving the growth of national development. It is an integrated and a fully computerized system to administer
land offices in order to increase the quality of service delivery to the public for all land related dealings. eTanah
also enables the public to make payments online and print the payment receipts, checking details on their own
land and so on.
4.1.2 eKadaster
The vision of the Malaysian government is to become a developed country by the year 2020 which encompasses
the realization of an efficient public delivery system at various levels. Since 1995, JUPEM has embarked on a
modernization program that saw the dramatic computerization of both field and office processes of its cadastral
survey division. The digital cadastral database was created by capturing the surveyed accurate information of all
land parcels. The eKadaster project is under the 9th Malaysian Development Plan (2006-2010). This has been
approved to be implemented by the Department of Survey and Mapping Malaysia (JUPEM) and aims to achieve
a fully digital Malaysia by 2015.
Under the eKadaster project, a comprehensive nationwide readjustment of the meshwork of parcels was carried
out based on a new geocentric datum. A dense network model known as the Coordinated Cadastral System (CCS)
of Real Time Kinematic Global Positioning System (RTKGPS) permanent stations has been established to
provide precise geocentric positioning and implemented through the eKadaster project (JUPEM, 2009).
4.1.3 Strata Title
The Register Document of Title has all the essential legal information about the title. Strata title was first
introduced into Malaysia by way of certain sections of the National Land Code 1965 (Act 56). In the course of
time, it was decided that it would be best to replace the existing provisions of the National Land Code, which
relate to strata title with comprehensive Act. Thus in 1985, the Strata Title Act was passed.
The latest update that will bring about a significant change to the landscape of strata developments and common
property management comes in the form of the Strata Titles (Amendment) Act 2013 (STAA 2013), which has
come into force in June 2015. The amendments under STAA 2013 include the introduction of the Electronic
Land Administration System of Strata Titles, the designation of limited common property, and the creation of
one or more subsidiary management corporations to represent the different interests of parcel proprietors.
The management corporation is a body corporate of which all proprietors are automatically members, and it has
the responsibility of administering the strata scheme, including looking after maintenance of the common
property, enforcing by-law and collecting levies from the proprietors to finance necessary expenditure.
Proprietors’ voting rights and liability to contribution for expenditure are assessed according to their share units
or unit entitlements.
Thus, each individual proprietor of a parcel has the advantage of title to his own property, which he may deal
with freely in the same way as an ordinary Torrens title property. He has part ownership of the common property
with other proprietors and must contribute to expenses, and the scheme in principle is free from the major
disadvantages associated with previous methods of ownership of high-rise property.
The proprietors need to get, keep and preserve strata title of their units for the following reasons:
i.

As ultimate proof of ownership.

ii.

As a dealing instrument for instances of charging to banks for loans.

iii.

To facilitate disposal should they wish to sell

iv.

To be able to initiate and get involved when the Management Corporation is formed by proprietors of the
units in the sub-divided building or land to maintain and manage the property.

v.

As a final proof of the built-up area of the unit and ultimately, the appointment of the share in the total
aggregate units.

Figure 8 illustrates the various types of strata objects in Malaysia. A parcel in relation to a subdivided building,
means one of the individual units comprised therein (apartment or condominium), which is held under separate
strata title. An accessory unit means a unit shown in a strata plan, which is used or intended to be used in
conjunction with a parcel. A common property means so much of the lot as is not comprised in any unit
(including any accessory unit). A limited common property means common property designated for the exclusive
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use of the proprietors off one or more sstrata lots. A laand parcel meaans a unit delinneated within the lot (in whiich is
comprisedd a building of not more thann four storeys) which is held under a strata title and whicch may have sh
hared
basement, accessory unit and commonn property.

Figure 8. Variouss cadastral objeects related to strata in conteext of one lot
4.2 Develoopment of Malaaysian Country
ry Profile

Figure 9. Overview
O
of addministrative (legal) part of M
Malaysian LAD
DM country pprofile
The develoopment of Maalaysian Counttry Profile is bbased on the daata sources thaat are obtainedd from Land Office
O
and Deparrtment Surveyy and Mappingg (JUPEM). A
Administrative data is colleccted from the Land Office while
w
spatial datta is obtained from
f
JUPEM. Administrative data contains ownership of lots and stratta title for building.
The spatiaal data for thiss research conntains Nationaal Digital Cadaastral Databasse (NDCDB) m
model for lotss and
Strata XM
ML model for building. Thee developmennt of Malaysiaan Country Prrofile is also bbased on the User
Requiremeent Analysis (U
URA) from JU
UPEM and Lannd Office officeers.
The URA of this LADM
M country proffile has been eestablished from
m workshops and meetings organized betw
ween
JUPEM’s core group onn cadastre and 3D GIS LAD
DM group of U
University Techhnology Malaaysia (together with
TU Delft)) on 7th-8th Noovember 20133. Many suggeestions and viiews were gatthered and disscussed during
g the
workshopss. All the suggestions were inncorporated inn the conceptuaal and technicaal models of thhe country proffile.
Based on tthe earlier worrks and publicaations (Abdul Rahman, Tengg, & Van Oostterom, 2011; T
Tan and Looi, 2013;
2
Zulkifli, A
Abdul Rahmann, & Van Oostterom, 2013), which have taaken initial steeps towards a Malaysian cou
untry
profile, thiis research furrther develops the model. Fiigure 9 and 100 give an overvview of the deeveloped mode
el. In
this reseacch, MY is the prefix for thee Malaysian coountry profile, covering botth the spatial and administrrative
(legal) datta modelling. For
F the first tiime, the Malayysian country profile is now
w based on thee inheritance of
o the
LADM claasses. To illusttrate the inherritance from thhe LADM classses, the MY_cclasses have eiither in upper right
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corner the correspondingg LA_class naame in italics oor have the exxplicit inheritannce arrow show
wn in the diag
gram.
All classess in Malaysiann model are dderived directlly or indirectlyy (via the inheritance hierarrchy) from LA
ADM
classes.

Figuure 10. Overviiew of spatial ppart of Malaysian LADM coountry profile
(Blue is used foor strata related classes)
4.2.1 Adm
ministrative (leggal) Part
The legal ppart of Malayssian LADM coountry profile ccontains Party and Administtrative packagee. Main class of
o the
party packkage is MY_Paarty class withh its specialisaation MY_GrouupParty. Theree is an optionaal association class
called MY_
Y_PartyMembeer. Basically, a party is a perrson or organiisation that plaays a role in a rights transac
ction.
The organnisation can bee a company, a municipality or a state. A group party iss any number of parties, forming
together a distinct entityy. A party mem
mber is a partyy registered annd identified aas a constituennt of a group party.
p
This allow
ws the documenntation of inforrmation to a m
membership (hoolding shares iin right).
The adminnistrative packkage concerns the abstract cllass MY_RRR (with its threee concrete sub--classes MY_R
Right,
MY_Restriiction and MY_
Y_Responsibility
ty), MY_Mortggage, MY_BAU
Unit and MY_A
AdministrativeSSource.
A right is an action or acctivity that a ssystem particippant may perfoorm on or usinng an associateed resource such as
ownershipp, customary, easement and teenancy rights. The rights maay be overlappiing or may be in disagreeme
ent. A
restriction is a formal orr informal entiitlement to refr
frain from doinng something. For example, it is not allowed to
build a houuse on a piecee of land or nott allowed to transfer the titlee to other partiies within som
me period of tim
me. A
responsibility is a form
mal or informaal obligation to do somethhing such as tthe responsibiility to mainta
ain a
MY_Mortgage iis a mortgage.. MY_Mortgagge is a subclass of
monumentt or a buildingg. The instancce of class M
MY_Restriiction. MY_Moortgage is alsoo associated w
with MY_Right class. The moortgage can bee associated to zero
or more rigghts.
A BAUnit is an administtrative entity cconsisting of zeero or more sppatial units (paarcels) against which one or more
unique andd homogeneouus rights, restriictions or respponsibilities arre associated too the whole enntity as included in
the Land A
Administrationn System. An example of a BAUnit is a bbasic propertyy unit with twoo spatial units with
same RRR
Rs attached (e.gg. Federal Lannd Developmennt Authority-FELDA). A setttler can have tw
wo spatial unit (i.e.
residentiall and farm landd) with same R
RRRs attachedd. A BAUnit m
may play the role of a party bbecause it may hold
a right of eeasement over another, usuallly neighbourinng, and spatiall unit.
One of thee important foundations of L
LADM is the ffact that all innformation in tthe system shoould originate from
source doccuments and thhat the associattion to the souurce document is explicitly inncluded. In casse of administrrative
source doocuments (usuually titles) thhere are assocciations with rights, restricctions (includiing mortgage) and
responsibilities (RRR) and
a basic adm
ministrative unnit. MY_AdminnistrativeSourcce associates w
with MY_RRR
R and
MY_BAUnnit. The LADM Malaysian country proffile uses sID for administraative source. Basically, sID
D for
administraative source is title number.
Except souurce documennts, all classess in LADM (aand therefore also all deriveed classes in Malaysian cou
untry
profile), arre a subclass of
o VersionedO
Object and inheerit all the VerrsionedObject attributes (Figgure 11). The class
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VersionedO
Object is introoduced in thee LADM to m
manage and m
maintain historrical data. As source docum
ments
cannot chaange, only new
w source docuuments can arrrive, they are nnot versioned. The current lland administration
system in M
Malaysia doess not yet suppoort full history management, so this is a siggnificant changge. It is not on
nly an
important change for thhe land administration systtem itself, buut it is also ccrucial for thee future Malay
ysian
informatioon infrastructuure, as otherss might needd the functionnality to refeer to historic versions of land
administraation objects.

D
of administrative sidee of model (Maainly showing LADM inheriitance)
Figure 11. Details
4.2.2 Spatiial Part
In the Mallaysian countryy profile, spatiial units can bee in 2D or 3D forms. Traditioonally, lots (laand parcels) are
e 2D,
but the suubsurface of lots
l
do alreaddy exist with 3D descriptioon with volum
metric descripptions (withou
ut 3D
topology). The model has
h introduced an abstract class MY_GeneericLot holdinng the attributees of a lot and
d this
class has two specializaations MY_Loot2D and MY__Lot3D, with their own atttributes and structure. Currrently
MY_Lot2D
D is based on 2D
2 topology w
with references to shared bounndaries (MY_B
BoundaryFaceeString).
In the 3D spatial unit, topology
t
is noot used: not foor lots (MY_Loot3D), nor for strata objects. In the model one
strata objeect type remainns to be repressented in 2D, M
MY_LandParccel (with buildiing no more thhan 4 storeys). The
other strataa objects are all
a proposed to be 3D and theerefore inherit form an abstraact class MY_SShared3DInfo, with
strata sppecializations (and mutuual aggregattion relationnship): MY_B
_BuildingUnit, MY_ParcellUnit,
MY_AccesssoryUnit, MY_
Y_CommonProppertyUnit andd MY_LimitedC
CommonPropeertyUnit. As thhere can be several
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LimitedCommonProperty in one CommonProperty, this is modeled as a part-of relationship to
MY_CommonProperty (the aggregation class). In the class diagram (Figure 12), the blue classes refer to part of
strata objects for a better readability of the model.
Note that there are several abstract classes in the Malaysian country profile as indicated in Italics:
MY_SpatialUnit, MY_Shared3DInfo, MY_GenericLot. These classes are only supporting the modelling process,
representing shared attributes and structures, and these abstract classes will not get any instances (and therefore
no corresponding table in the database implementation). For MY_Shared3DInfo there is a geometry attribute (of
type GM_Solid). Normally the 3D geometry in LADM is represented in LA_BoundaryFace, but given the fact
that no 3D topology is used there is 1-to-1 association with the spatial unit (one of the specializations of
MY_Shared3DInfo). So, it could be argued that the proposed country profile is ISO conforming, despite that
absence of the class LA_BoundaryFace. Figure 12 contains more detailed information concerning the 2D and 3D
geometry and topology aspects and the various design decisions for the model.
To make the model comprehensive and future proof, a wide range of spatial units is supported including legal
spaces for utilities (3D), customary areas, and reserved land (forest, wildlife areas). It should be noted that
reserved land (forest, wildlife), are associated with own RRRs, normally have no overlap, but in some cases
overlap can happen depending on state and type. The spatial description of reserved land is by text or sketches,
but they may also be surveyed (or a combination with the above).
The various types of spatial units are organized in levels. In this model, MY_Level class is used to organize the
various types of spatial units. For MY_Level, there is a type attribute which describes the level type of the spatial
unit. The type of spatial unit includes customary, lots (mixed land and road), building (parts, strata) and utilities.
The code list for this attribute can be referred to MY_LevelContentType. Basically, MY_Level is a collection of
spatial units with a geometric or thematic coherence. The following levels are proposed: level 0 for customary,
level 1 for reserved land, level 2 for 2D lot, level 3 for 3D lot, level 4 strata, and level 5 for utility. In the
involved classes a constraint has been added (third box in class diagram) to make this more explicit. For an
example; MY_Customary has a constraint: MY_Level.name = level 0.
In the case of some special types of lots there may be no Certified Plan; related to Qualified Title (only
temporary boundary from sketch/demarcation by settlement officer/pre-computation plan). Also strata with
provisional block for building or land parcels for phased development are supported by marking them as
provisional via additional attribute. In one scheme for building (3D), it also has provisional block. Based on
section 4 of Strata Titles Act 1985 (Act 318), provisional means “in relation to a proposed strata plan, a block in
respect of a building proposed to be, or in the course of being, erected, for which a separate provisional strata
title is applied for; (b) in relation to an approved strata plan, such a block shown therein, for which a provisional
strata title is to be registered; (c) in relation to a book of strata register, such a block shown therein, for which a
provisional strata title has been registered”.
In the proposed country profile, there are some attributes, which are repeated after inheriting them from
LA_class. The reason for this is that they have different multiplicity the same attribute has in the corresponding
LA_class. For an example, LA_AreaValue in MY_Lot3D class has 0 multiplicity because this class has no value
for area and in MY_Lot2D the multiplicity of this attribute is [1..*]: indicating the presence of one or more area
values. The original LA_ class (LA_SpatialUnit) for the area attribute has multiplicity zero and more [0..*]. Note
that some example area types of LA_AreaValue are: officialArea, nonOfficialArea, calculatedArea, and
surveyedArea.
In case of spatial source documents (usually Certified Plan) there are links with spatial unit and point tables:
MY_SpatialSource has association with MY_SpatialUnit and MY_Point. The LADM Malaysian country profile
uses suID for spatial unit and sID for spatial source. Basically, suID in Malaysian country profile is based on
Unique Parcel Identifier (UPI). sID for spatial source is the Certified Plan number. A note has been added in the
country profile to indicate this.
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Figgure 12. Detaills of spatial sidde of model
mally 1 to 1 reelationship betw
ween BAUnit aand spatial uniit. However, thhere are some cases
c
In Malaysiia there is norm
where onee BAUnit (witth same RRRs attached) haas multiple Sppatial Units: a combinationn of farmland with
residentiall house (Groupp Settlement A
Act 1960). Also, some statuus values of M
MY_Lot (e.g. 110, which indicates
charting sttage) relate too lots that havve yet had RR
RRs attached, to make this possible, the multiplicity of the
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associationn between spattial unit and B
BAUnit is 0..1 ((optional) at ‘B
BAUint’ side. In the future, the Malaysian land
administraation system can
c consider m
more groupingg of spatial unnits with the same RRRs atttached via a single
BAUnit.
4.2.3 Topoology Model
Topologicaal boundaries do not interseect and do meet other bounddaries at beginn and end noddes. All topolo
ogical
boundariess are used oncce in positive aand also exacttly once in neggative direction. Unless the boundary is on the
edge of tthe domain, then
t
it is useed only oncee. All associaated boundariees together fo
form one or more
non-interseecting rings deefining at exacctly one outer ring (with couunter-clockwisse orientation) and optionally
y one
or more innner rings (wiith clockwise orientation). F
For 2D lots toopology is useed: based on 3 primitives’ node
(point), eddge (MY_BouundaryFaceString), face (loot). In generall, a topologiccal data modeel manages sp
patial
relationshiips by represennting spatial oobjects (point, line and area ffeatures) as ann underlying grraph of topolo
ogical
primitives––nodes, edges and faces (Fiigure 13). Topoology is a set of rules and bbehaviors that model how po
oints,
lines and ppolygons share coincident ggeometry. For an example, aadjacent featurres, such as tw
wo lots, will ha
ave a
common bboundary betw
ween them, sharring the same eedge. Topologgy references (iin MY_BoundaaryFaceString)) are:
i.
eddge-node = froomNode and tooNode (and inttermediate poinnts),
ii.
eddge-edge = firs
rstRightEdge annd lastLeftEdgge, and
iii.
eddge-face = rigghtFace and lefftFace.
Currently JUPEM repressents a boundaary (edge) withh a straight line segment withh no intermediiate points, but it is
proposed iin the model to also have ppotential interrmediate pointts, running froom node to noode (node=location
where 3 orr more boundaaries meet). It is good to havve intermediate points as a bboundary, becaause this will result
r
in less recoords, a more compact
c
repressentation with less repeated lleft/right references (for a chhain of straight line
segments bbetween two toopological noddes, all left/righht references m
must equal).

Figuure 13. 2D Toppology model as used in the Malaysian couuntry profile
4.3 The Teechnical Modell (Identifier)
Accordingg to LADM, Object
O
identifieer (Oid) has tw
wo parts: the ‘namespace’ aand a local ID
D. An example of a
possible nnamespace wouuld be lot2D.ccadastre.jupem
m.my (or pointt.cadastre.jupeem.my) and byy adding this to the
local ID, iit becomes gloobally unique (as nobody else is allowedd to assign IDss in this namee space). How
wever,
within the system of JUP
PEM (internallly), it is not neeeded to add thhe namespace (would normaally be the sam
me for
all objects in the same taable). Thereforre, internally tthe local ID is enough for the various idenntifiers values. Next
issue is to assign the unique IDs for the various types of objects.
The imporrtant aspect is that the ‘ID’ss have to be unnique for objects. Note that for a single oobject there ma
ay be
multiple vversions, whichh can be differrentiated via thheir beginDateeTime attributee - part of the Primary Key (PK)
together w
with the ID. The identifiers foor the land parccels and the vaarious types off (building) units are based on the
Unique Paarcel Identifierr (UPI). The m
maximum num
mber of UPI foor normal lot iis 16 characterrs (JUPEM, 2009).
Table 1 shhows an exampple of values of IDs for each of the object ((spatial unit) tyype. A more ddetailed explanation
of UPI cann be referred too Zulkifli et al.., 2013.
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Table 1. Example of ’ID’s (UPIs) for the main classes
Class

ID

Lot (‘Normal’ Spatial Unit)

04010800015662

Strata land parcel (building <= 4 storeys)

04010800015662(S)846(L)1

Accessory unit, outside building

04010800015662(S)846(A)1

Common property, outside building

04010800015662(S)846(C)1

Strata multilayer land parcel

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)ML1(L)1

Accessory unit, multilayer land parcel

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)ML1(A)1

Common property, multilayer land parcel

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)ML1(C)1

Strata multilayer land parcel (underground)

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)MLB1(L)1

Accessory unit, multilayer land parcel (UG)

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)MLB1(A)1

Common property, multilayer land parcel (UG)

04010800015662(S)846(B)ML1(M)0(T)MLB1(C)1

Building - main block (M)

04010800015662(S)846(B)M1(M)A

Building - provisional block (P)

04010800015662(S)846(B)P1

Parcel unit (inside building, condominium)

04010800015662(S)846(B)M1(M)A(T)1(P)1

Accessory unit, inside building

04010800015662(S)846(B)M1(M)A(T)1(A)1

Common property, inside building

04010800015662(S)846(B)M1(M)A(T)1(C)1

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
The LADM is an international standard for the administration of land. This concept is being adopted by several
countries to streamline terminologies and enable cross boundary land transaction and acquisition. Referring to
conceptual model that is proposed in this research, LADM provides standardized class names for spatial and
administrative data. For spatial data class, they have their own standard name called ‘SpatialUnit’. In the
presented conceptual model, the Malaysian LADM country profile, ‘SpatialUnit’ has a number of specializations,
which are Customary areas, Reserved Lands, Lots (2D and 3D), Legal spaces Building (with various unit types,
all in 3D), Land Parcels (strata title, which house no more than 4 storeys, in 2D) and legal spaces Utilities (3D).
Building Unit is also divided into three subclasses, which are Parcel Unit, Accessory Unit and Common Property
Unit (which has two subtypes: normal and Limited Common Property Unit).
The proposed country profile based on the LADM provides a conceptual model for the 2D and 3D cadastral
situations relevant land administration agencies in Malaysia. Strata title and other objects have been enumerated
to show how 2D and 3D objects can be registered within the LADM standard. The data model also shows how
the two agencies concerned with land administration can be integrated.
LADM can be utilized for 2D and 3D cadastre objects using any UML software tool. In this research, the
Enterprise Architect (EA) was used because of the advantage of it having all the ISO models for land
administration. It also can perform highly automated transformation of UML diagram, to database tables SQL
DDL scripts for data storage or XML schema for data exchange format.
It is good to first experiment with manual transformation from conceptual model to database table, to better
assess the issues involved (e.g. define spatial indices/ clustering, transform generic ISO19107 geometry and
topology specific database structures, identifiers generated by the system in addition to ‘user identifiers’, such as
UPI, etc.).
The proposed country profile based on the LADM provides a conceptual model for the 2D and 3D cadastral
situations relevant land administration agencies in Malaysia. The next steps include a conversion of conceptual
model to physical model and development of prototype, using existing sample data from Department of Survey
and Mapping and Land Office based on the proposed conceptual model of the Malaysian country profile. The
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future work may include: Further investigation on the potential use of 3D topology per building, to represent the
various units within the building that share faces instead of giving each unit its own 3D geometry which can
duplicating the shared faces between neighbours in the database storage; Investigation of potential integration of
administrative/legal data (land office) and spatial data (JUPEM) via Malaysian Information Infrastructure (i.e.
SDI), with the following two main goals: Consistency of data (data quality aspect) and Combined query (better,
more complete services); Exploration the full potential of LADM for the Malaysian Information Infrastructure
(i.e. SDI) development.
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